Lemma: If I, the number of edges between side1 and side2, can never be zero, then at any stage, for any cell m, and any two of its edges that do not share a common vertex, the two corresponding neighbor cells cannot be adjacent. Moreover, no two cells can share more than one edge.
1. The two cells m,m become neighbors and share exactly one common edge.
2. Some cells that were adjacent to m prior to the division step stop being m's neighbors and becomem's neighbors instead.
3. If an edge c of m is being split up into two edges c 1 , c 2 , then exactly one of them (say, c 1 ) will be an edge only of daughter cell m, but not ofm while the other new edge, c 2 , will be an edge only of daughter cellm, but not of daughter cell m.
Notice that the last sentence of the lemma follows immediately by induction from the first and the third of the above observations.
For the proof of the first sentence of the lemma, note that the situation is exactly symmetric for m andm after division, so that from now on we may wlog focus onm and will use the symbol m mostly for referring to the mother cell. Note also that any two edges of m that were already present prior to division will share a common vertex after division if, and only if, they shared a common vertex prior to division. Now consider any cell m * and any two edges of it, denoted by edge a and edge b. Let us use the symbols m a , m b for the two corresponding neighbor cells of m * across these edges. As changes of the neighborhood relationship only occurs among m's daughter and neighbor cells, we can restrict our attention to m * that is one of these cells. We have the following cases:
1. Cell m * is an "in-between" neighbor cell ofm, that is, a neighbor cell ofm for which the edge shared by m * and m was not divided. In this case, for m * and its neighbors, the only change is that the role of m is replaced bym. Thus, for any two edges a and b of m * , if they do not share a common vertex, cell m a and cell m b were not neighbors prior to the division step and will not become neighbors.
2. Cell m * is an "endcell," that is, m * is a neighbor cell of m for which the edge c shared by m * and m is divided into two edges c 1 , c 2 , where c 2 will be shared withm after division.
Now consider two edges a, b of m * after division.
(a) If {a, b} ∩ {c 1 , c 2 } = ∅, then the same argument as in the previous case applies.
(b) If {a, b} = {c 1 , c 2 }, then the two edges share a common vertex and there is nothing to prove.
(c) {a, b} ∩ {c 1 , c 2 } has exactly one element. By symmetry, we may assume wlog that a = c 2 .
• If a and c 2 share a common vertex, there is nothing to prove.
• If a, c did not share a common vertex, then m a , m b were not adjacent prior to division and cannot become adjacent after the division, as the role of m is replaced by its two daughter cells. are edges of daughter cell m. Since the two daughter cells m,m share only one edge by the part of the lemma that we have already proved, and this one edge must be a newly created one, ifm = m c 2 and m a were to share an edge, it would need to be (a part of) a common edge of m a and m prior to division other than d. This possibility is ruled out though by the part of the lemma that we have already proved.
3. m * is a daughter cell; wlog m * =m. Again consider two edges a, b ofm after division.
(a) Both edges a, b are edges of m prior to division. In this case, neither the property of having a common edge nor the neighborhood relationship between m a , m b are changed, and it follows from the inductive assumption that if a, b do not have a common vertex, then m a , m b will not be adjacent.
(b) Edge a is the edge shared by the two daugther cells. In this case, if a and b do not share a common vertex, m b can only be an "in-between cell," more precisely, a cell in the class npneicell (since we have assumed wlog that m * =m). Our algorithm removes adjacency between cells in this class and daughter cell m = m a , so that m a and m b will not be adjacent. (d) Edge a resulted from splitting an edges a + of mother cell m while edge b is an edge of mother cell m. Then m a is an "endcell" and m b is an "in-between cell." Their neighborhood relationship is not changed, and if a + and b do have a common vertex, this common vertex must be inherited by a since the algorithm assigns contiguous stretches of edges to each daughter cell. Again, it follows from the inductive assumption that if a, b do not have a common vertex, then m a , m b will not be adjacent.
